Fifteen years after the first Italian edition, Southern Thought by Franco Cassano enters the English book market thanks to Norma Bouchard and Valerio Ferme's translation. Cassano, who teaches sociology at the University of Bari, is a highly discussed Italian intellectual who has been contributing for decades to the debate on Mediterranean studies. In his book he offers a provocative alternative to a unilateral Northwestern oriented vision of modernity, calling for an autonomous line of thought that should rise up from the peripheral, marginalized areas of the Southern world. He claims that the South, in its search for an archetype of progress imposed by a capitalistic system, does not represent an incomplete or belated version of the North.
Cassano lays out his Southern thought by bringing together history and contemporary events, references to literature and philosophy as well as definitions from the social sciences and economics. He aims to deconstruct the current image of the South as subaltern subject of the Northwestern dominant discourse and to empower it with an autonomous voice and self-representation: "Thinking the South thus means that the South is the subject of thought" (1). Analyzing the fallacies of modernity, he highlights how industrialization and consumption have compromised the future of the world, which is now "ruled by the fundamentalism of business" that pushes society towards "obsessive competitive pressure" (xxvii). With a focus on how rampant unrestrained capitalism and acceleration invest every aspect of life, how they transform and mutilate "love, education, thought, and relationship between people as well as relationship with the collectivity and with nature" (xxviii) Cassano argues for a reorientation of "the spatial and temporal coordinates upon which the NorthWestern vision of the world rests." (xxx).
This remarkably rich edition of the Southern Thought opens with an introduction written by Bouchard and Ferme, who present Cassano's career and publications while simultaneously guiding the Anglophone reader through the multiple theoretical and critical frames that informed his approach. The introduction creates the context in which both scholars and the general public will enjoy this "engaging and provocative work" (ix). The book includes "Prologue: Parallels and Meridians"-published in the 2005 Italian edition-where Cassano clarifies his arguments and engages in debate with some of the objections raised by the first edition of Southern Thought in 1996.
The author includes an updated preface to the English edition in which he synthesizes the objectives of his work and highlights his appreciation for the translators' work.
Indeed, Bouchard and Ferme have successfully retained the flow of Cassano's elegant prose while rendering the nuances of Italian language throughout the work by adding explanatory notes to ensure that nothing stylistic is lost in translation. The etymological importance of the word "frontier" (41), which is central to Cassano's work, is clarified in details with a specific note (168). However, given the importance of some of these linguistic explanations, it might have been a more cohesive editorial choice to include them as footnotes at the bottom of each page rather than a "Note" section at the end of the book.
Departing from the Italian edition, which includes three parts, the English translation is comprised of four. Part I "Mediterranean" is divided into two chapters dedicated to the "pace" and the "space" of the European sea. In "Going Slow" and "Of Land and Sea" the author first rediscovers the importance of the notion of slowness; then he outlines the theoretical and philosophical foundations of Southern thought. 
